Medidex Partners With Count It! Lock It! Drop
It! To Fight The Opioid Crisis, Launches
Drug Abuse Prevention Features On
MedManage App
Medidex Inc., January 30, 2019

URL: http://www.pr9.net/health/medicine/10650january.html
The new partnership has already launched with a medication disposal tool and plans to continue adding more drug abuse prevention
features to the MedManage mobile app. MedManage can help patients keep track of medications and reduce risk of possible
medication misuse. Features of the app include a daily dose tracking calendar/log, medication info lookup, clear usage instructions,
drug adherence charts, and a med drop box locator to dispose of unused supply.
PR9.NET January 30, 2019 - MedManage, available on apple and android, is a smartphone application created by Medidex Inc. that
is a cloud-based medication management system for patients, nurses, or caregivers. The app allows common tasks which are often
done manually or from memory to be done in the digital world. Create a portable medication list with directions so you never forget to
take medication no matter where you are, understand information and look up side effects and warnings about the medication you are
taking and find a permanent medication disposal drop box near you if you have unwanted or unused medication.
Count It! Lock It! Drop It!, with similar goals around medication adherence and medication safety, worked with MedManage to make
another valuable resource available to its users; a drop box finder. This finder allows the app user to find a permanent disposal site
nearest to the zip code they type in. MedManage locates the nearest site along with the location?s address, phone number and hours
of operation. Idle medications left in drug cabinets are easy targets for experimentation and abuse. Now it?s as simple as ever to
dispose of your unwanted, expired or unused prescription medication and help reduce access to prescriptions in the home.
Read more about the partnership at: https://themedidex.com/medidex-partners-with-cld/

###

About Medidex Inc.
The founding ideology of Medidex is providing a secure and user-friendly platform for patients to easily manage their health records
and to allow patients to share their records with multiple doctors and other healthcare providers conveniently. We hope to empower
patients in their ability to connect to digital and mobile health tools and democratize ownership of health records. For providers, we
plan to continuously help support and innovate their practices and organizations to keep up with fast-paced digital changes. The
services include but are not limited to Electronic Health Records (EHR), Practice Management, and Patient Portals which will include
communication tools, health record storage, real-time health information transfer, device connectibility, and analytics.
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